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i am getting the same error and i do not think it is this forum, it is something with amiquote. i checked the config.ini and found the following line:inikeystring=__open_portal__, so i changed it to inikeystring=__amique_portal__, and am no longer getting the error. if you have a list of symbols you want to download, you can use this search engine to find
the symbol you want to download: > use amiquote cracked amibroker freel i'm trying to download 1000 different symbols that include an indicator and multiple time frames. if you have a list of symbols you want to download, you can use this search engine to find the symbol you want to download: > use amiquote cracked amibroker freel after

reviewing the install information, it appears that the amiquote software is set up to only list one symbol at a time. amiquote is a companion program shipped with amibroker, which allows data from free resources, such as yahoo finance, google finance and others. since it is a separate application, then it can work independently from amibroker and it
saves data in text files stored in destination folder defined in tools->settings window: update april 2, 2008: we received the following information from esignal: it wasnt our intention to have this product be made compatible with 3rd party software[] the new version of livecharts uses a different method of exporting data and it will no longer work with

amiquote starting the week of april 14th, 2008. the following are companies listed on the nasdaq and nyse. i selected a couple of these to compare amibroker to yahoo's ticker list. i was able to successfully download the tickers from each with amibroker. note that this is going to take a long time as the data is over 24 months old (24/7 prices).
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